
Bedrooms: 6
Bathrooms: 6
Sleeps: 12

Price: €24,500 /pw

Property Details
For Rent Villa August - Greece, Porto Heli

Villa August  enjoys a commanding view of the wonderful blue Aegean below. Arranged over three floors, the villa measures c.555m² (5970 sq ft) and
offers six spacious en-suite bedrooms, two large reception areas, fully equipped kitchen, spa facilities and fantastic outdoor spaces which allow guests
seclusion, privacy and sunsets that will live long in the memory.

The interior of the villa has been thoughtfully planned to ensure guests enjoy a combination of cutting edge amenities and elegant aesthetics. The
soothing neutral tones, quality natural materials and stunning Italian furniture work in harmony to provide an ambience of understated opulence which
is complimented by stunning views of the shimmering blue seas across the horizon. The feelings of indulgence, relaxation and well being are further
enhanced by the state of the art Klafs sauna, steam room and cold water pool facilities in the private spa.
Villa August boasts a blissful exterior which is divided into two separate areas to provide the ideal arrangement for peaceful relaxation in one area with
family entertaining in the other. The lower level is an enclosed space with a large lawn area surrounded by mature gardens which enables our younger
guests a fun area to play away from the pool. The upper level is home to the 18 metre infinity pool, sun beds, umbrellas, Sonos sound system and
outdoor shower. Alongside the pool is a shaded pergola area with gas BBQ, bar with fridge and ice-machine, lounge area and dining for up to 14. The
breathtaking sunsets can be viewed from all outside areas but are perhaps best enjoyed from the comfort of the roof terrace hot tub.
For guests seeking a luxury villa rental offering spacious, flexible accommodation to suit large families, or two to three smaller groups, with high quality
amenities and a calm, tranquil setting, Seaclusion makes an outstanding choice.

Type: Villa
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Air conditioning system
Parking
Private pool
Sea views
Balcony/terrace
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